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Infinity racing shocks
Precision Twin Tubes came on the market in 2018 - since then we've been part of the winning combinations at many of the biggest open-wheel races every year. From the world of outlaws and All Star circuit champions under 360 years, 305 and crates of cars. We are proud to help teams of all
sizes perform their best results. Our goal was to create a better twin tube racing shock than was previously available by producing a highly accurate shock with endless pricing options and incredible driver feel.
100% new technology 0% recycled old brands with our logo slapped on it as you see in so
many brands on the market today.
If you want to be better the next time you go on the track contact us today and let us put our experience and knowledge to work for you. Slade Shock Technology704-232-1127NW OLD STOCK NEW OLD WAREHOUSE NEW OLD STOCK AND FRESH REBUILT
AFCO - PRO - QA1 SHOCKS FOR SALE FROM CONCEPT... TO SUGGEST... ON TRACK... SIMPLY IMPROVED PRODUCTSProgressive bump springs for maximum tunability and chassis controlNesized quality and customer supportStandard and small body length 67 89Smed or threaded body Nonadjustable or single adjustableAdjustable shocks available with clicker or sweeper style rod ends360' Carbon Fiber Covers for Standard and Small Body Precision Twin Tubes Our adjustable shocks have all new internal designs that eliminate problems, such as stuck needles or unreliable adjusters and
gives us the ability to increase valuations in ways as exclusive to our brand. Accurate Twin Tube Racing shocksSuppressive valve shocks available at all costs. Rebuilt SHOCK INVENTORYCockpit Adjusters are available at any length Southern Illinois Raceway is excited to announce a partnership with
Infinity Shocks for the 7th Circuit. Infinity Shocks also sponsored Hustle earlier this year and we're delighted to be back on board with our biggest non wing race of the year. In addition to sponsoring racing, AJ with Infinity has set up an emergency program for all its customers this coming weekend. It will
give out 4 awards to its customers! Here are: 1st) Top Finishing Infinity Customer Saturday – $60 Free Shock Rebuild 2nd) Furthest Travel Infinity Customer - $20 in Loose Clothing 3.) Hard Charging Infinity Customer in Sat Feature – FREE Non Adjustable Shock (worth $215!) 4.) Supreme Finishing Non
Qualifying Infinity Customer – A $60 free shock rebuild of Infinity Shocks was launched a few years back by AJ Atherton. The business began with the rebuilding of Afco and Pro Shocks and is now growing into building its own shocks in addition to its rebuilding service! AJ has a deep knowledge of shocks
and suspensions. He currently builds shocks for micro sprints, quarter dwarfs, Jr. sprints, wing &amp; non wing sprint cars, silver crown cars, and super modified! AJ has grown its business into being one of the biggest micro sprint shock companies, especially near its store in Kokomo, IN. Anyone who
wants to get some extra edge on the contest should give AJ a shout out on Facebook or see him at this weekend's race. Will have your shock rebuilding equipment in the house for anyone who needs any help! Well people practice is now officially less than 24 hours away! Who's still excited for #TSM14?
Everyone at SIR is so grateful for everything AJ does for our events! We can't wait to see you all this weekend!!! STEVE THOMAS RACING SPONSORS POLE AWARD AT TSM POT GETTING BIGGER AND BIGGER FOR THIS WEEKEND'S SEVENTH ANNUAL IKE HONDA TERRY SPRAGUE
MEMORIAL! Steve Thomas Racing came on board to sponsor the Pole Award. They will give $100 in cash to the guy who sets the pole (Dash Winner) for Saturday night's A-Main event! Steve Thomas Racing is the premier seller of trusted safety products for drivers of all racing divisions. Some of the
products they carry include Bell Helmets, Design 500 Suits, Hooker Harness Racing Belts, and Racing Optics accessories. Steve's years of racing experience and knowledge of driver products must be safe applies to anyone who helps! You can contact them at 217-766-7889 for all your security needs.
SIR would like to thank Steve, Zach Odell, and everyone else at Steve Thomas Racing for helping with the 7th Season. We have so many individual awards that we will be posting them tomorrow sometime as a recap for everyone to see! Time#TSM14 is getting closer and closer! I hope everyone
tomorrow, Friday and Saturday! WINNING PRODUCTION SPONSORS UNLUCKY AND FRIDAY'S HARD CHARGER AWARDS AT TSM! Southern Illinois Raceway is happy to welcome another sponsor to the 7th Annual U.S. Circuit Court of Education. This is Victory Production's first time sponsoring a
SIR event and we couldn't be more happy to work with them this weekend to give away some cool awards for our competitors. The Fast Engineering Prelim Night Victory Production Hard Charger award will receive $100 in cash courtesy of Scott and everyone at Victory Fab! In addition, on both nights a
racer who was unlucky, through no fault of his own, will be selected. These two racers will each receive a $150 gift certificate to be used for winning production! Victory Production is located in Marion, AR and is owned and operated by Scott Bolden. Scott raced micro sprints for several years and decided
to take a break from running his own equipment to start a manufacturing business. The business, Victory Manufacturing, has already made it a mark in sprint car and micro sprint communities. Scott's range of products includes bumpers, nerf rods, wing trees, as well as any kind of custom work you can
imagine! Scott also Outlaw Wings, OSR Bicycles, and Edge Chassis Dealer. So no matter what you need to go quickly get with Scott and the big people to win the production at 901-581-1045 and they will help you in any way they can! Well the race of #TSM14 is another day closer! In fact, practice night is
just over 24 hours away! We have some of the best non wing micro sprint drivers in the country coming into battle for $1,000 on Friday, $5,000 on Saturday, and several other awards throughout the weekend! We are so appreciative of all the companies that helped us with this event. Without all of them a
race like TSM could not have happened! Home Shocks Torsion Bars All Torsion Bars Chalk Stix Schroeder Arms, Retainers, &amp; Stops Springs All Springs Eibach Hypercoil All Springs Spring Accessories Steering Bump Stops All Bump Stops Accessories Bump Rubber Bump Spring Apparel All
Apparel Accessories Hats Shirts Sweatshirts/ Jackets Shop More All Shop More Tools/Trailer Safety Quarter Midget Decals Closeout About About Us Services Contact Us Support 5810 Council Ring Blvd, Kokomo, IN, US 46902šeit ir atzīmējus 14 cilvēkiSkatīt visusPage TransparencyFacebook displays
information to help you better understand the purpose of the site. See the actions of the people who manage and account for content. Skatīt visu After two nights of racing Thomas Meseraull locked us into kokomo Smackdown function. We are in 4th place in points and we will compete at King of the Hill for
one of the top eight starting positions.... Mehr There are many very good cars that will have to try to race their way to the few remaining starting positions. I want to thank our sponsors Physical Medicine Consultants, Pre-strip, Infinity Shocks, 1-Way Technologies, DRC Chassis, and Jeff Halley for all their
support! We've been behind for a while now, but yesterday Andrew's true precision technology, here in Kokomo, helped us start turning a corner, and got the first new product in 2020 coming in hot from the mill... Mehr and ready for action! Now we must continue to get orders done for those who have
been continuing to wait as patiently as possible while we fix workflow problems here, and get things back to the momentum we had a couple of years ago! They were happy to make just a few small machining changes, these new style pistons provide even more consistency, seal better and provide even
more clamping ability than previous runs in the past. Andy also stated that once ... MehrGefällt 17 Mal5 Kommentare Kommentare
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